
STEWARD'S REPORT

Warragul
Tuesday, 29 Nov 2016

Weather conditions: FINE

Track condition: GOOD

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: C. SCOTT

Stewards: R.PETTERSON/J.VAN GELDREN/M.LOWE/D.BARBER

Judges: J. HUNT/J.BARLOW

Lure Drivers: A.BAKER/M.BICKERDIKE

Starter: N.HOWE

Kennel Supervisor: B.BARNES

Kennel Attendants: R.LOTT/S.WELLINGS

Veterinarian: DR. STEVEN MITCHELL

Race 1
MEL'S KITCHEN

6:45 pm
460m

Maiden

A pre-race sample was taken from Meeniyan Jet upon arrival at the course, prior to kennelling.

A pre-race sample was taken from My Alibi upon arrival at the course, prior to kennelling.

A pre-race sample was taken from Scarlet Evader.

Meeniyan Jet, My Alibi and Zipping Shadow were quick to begin.  Scarlet Evader was slow to begin.
 Zipping Jake and Meeniyan Jet collided approaching the first turn.  Meeniyan Jet and Price Is Right
collided approaching the first turn.  Zipping Jake and Meeniyan Jet collided on the first turn checking Price
Is Right and severley checking Meeniyan Jet.  Meeniyan Jet and Price Is Right collided approaching the
home turn.

A sample was taken from Cosmic Therapy - winner of the event.

Stewards spoke to lure driver Mr. A. Baker and issued him with a warning regarding the 'stir up' procedure
prior to the running of the first race after he inadvertently commenced the stir up prior to notification from the
Stewards.

Race 2
GRV VIC BRED SERIES HT1

7:05 pm
460m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

A pre-race sample was taken from Coolan Man.

Mitch's Delight and Angelic Hand were quick to begin.  Thor's Crest was slow to begin.  Big Bad Badge,
Mitch's Delight and Mimosa collided approaching the first turn.  Mitch's Delight and Mimosa collided on the
first turn severely checking Mitch's Delight which lost ground checking Kimber Lodge as a result.  Mitch's
Delight raced wide in the home straight.

A sample was taken from McNeo - winner of the event.

Race 3
GRV VIC BRED SERIES HT2

7:23 pm
460m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

A pre-race sample was taken from Flat Twin.

Miss Ruby Jean stumbled soon after the start.  Yorgi Road was checked off Night Explosion approaching
the first turn.  Miss Ruby Jean contacted the running rail approaching the first turn.  Roger's Dreamin' was
checked off Flat Twin on the first turn.  Roger's Dreamin' and Temujin collided on the home turn.  Night
Explosion raced wide in the home straight.

Night Explosion was vetted following the event and after being re-vetted following event 5, it was reported
that the greyhound sustained an injured right chest, a 10 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 4
TOP RUN IMAGES (1-4 WINS) FINAL

7:47 pm
400m

Restricted Win Final

Mint Boy galloped on Cosmic Act approaching the first turn checking Lil Tay, Cosmic Act, Mint Boy and
Banjo Shark.  Mint Boy was checked off Cosmic Act on the home turn.

A sample was taken from Coolan Flash - winner of the event.

Race 5
TAB - WE LOVE A BET

8:05 pm
460m

Grade 5

Mr. I. Newcombe the trainer of Little Tacka declared a new weight of 39.3kg for the greyhound in
accordance with GAR 39(2).  Little Tacka last raced at 38.1kg.

Diamond Maxine, Shelby Thunder, In The Trolley and Mystic Cloud were quick to begin.  Little Tacka was
slow to begin.  Barroom Blazer and Ima Reality collided several times between soon after the start to the
first turn.  Shelby Thunder raced wide on the home turn and collided with In The Trolley.  Diamond Maxine
and In The Trolley raced wide in the home straight.



Race 6
Luca Neveelk@Stud

8:25 pm
460m

Grade 5

Phillip Keeping and Mizuki were quick to begin.  Allen Boydy was slow to begin.  After Life, Demon Jesse
and Off The Hip collided approaching the first turn.  After Life contacted the running rail on the first turn and
fell as a result severely checking Allen Boydy.  Off The Hip was checked off Demon Jesse entering the
home straight.  Lloyd Street raced wide in the home straight.

After Life was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a fractured right
hock, a 90 day stand down period was imposed.

Stewards spoke to lure driver Mr. A. Baker regarding the pulling up of the lure whilst there was an injured
greyhound on the track. Mr. Baker stated that he was unaware that a greyhound had fallen. Stewards noted
Mr. Baker's explanation and advised him that in the future he must be more aware and should stop the lure
at a more appropriate position. Stewards also advised Mr. Baker that he must not move the lure until all
greyhounds have cleared the catching pen and left the track.

Race 7
GRV VIC BRED SERIES HT3

8:45 pm
460m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

A pre-race sample was taken from Opal Latte upon arrival at the course, prior to kennelling.

Opal Latte, Annabelle's Boy, Bingo Sally, Barroom Shiraz and Mahlo Blackhawk were quick to begin.  Rory
Brown, Cosmic Sole and Challis Jack were slow to begin.  Opal Latte and Annabelle's Boy collided soon
after the start and several times approaching the first turn.  Opal Latte raced wide on the home turn
checking Cosmic Sole.  Rory Brown and Cosmic Sole raced wide in the home straight..  Barroom Shiraz
and Mahlo Blackhawk collided approaching the winning post.

Barroom Shiraz was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained an injured
right chest, a 5 day stand down period was imposed.

Stewards issued a warning to Mr. T. Whitford the trainer of Barroom Shiraz regarding the greyhound's
racing manners approaching the winning post.

Mahlo Blackhawk was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no injury apparent.

Stewards issued a warning to Mr. J. Vassallo the trainer of Mahlo Blackhawk regarding the greyhound's
racing manners approaching the winning post.

A sample was taken from Annabelle's Boy - winner of the event.

Race 8
ENDEAVOUR LOCKSMITHS

9:05 pm
460m

Mixed 4/5

No Road was slow to begin.  New Level and Go Go Treetment collided approaching the first turn.  New
Level, River Crossing and Hundred collided on the first turn checking River Crossing.  River Crossing and
Go Go Treetment raced wide on the home turn.  New Level and Hundred collided several times in the
home straight.

A sample was taken from Darpa Bale - second placegetter in the event.

Race 9
GRV VIC BRED SERIES HT4

9:25 pm
460m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

Riverside Sid and Legend Jack were quick to begin.  Shades Of Earl was slow to begin.  Bella Ha Ha and
Mandela Sun collided several times approaching the first turn.  Charly Shu Shine, Dr. Gammiris and Avatar
Halo collided approaching the first turn checking Dr. Gammiris and Avatar Halo.  Bella Ha Ha and Mandela
Sun collided on the first turn checking Mandela Sun.  Avatar Halo was checked off Charly Shu Shine on the
first turn checking Dr. Gammiris, Dr. Gammiris stumbled as a result.  Shades Of Earl and Legend Jack
collided on the home turn.

Mandela Sun was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained an injured left
chest, a 14 day stand down period was imposed.

A sample was taken from Shades Of Earl - winner of the event.

Race 10
AUSTRALIAN QUALITY PET FOODS

9:45 pm
400m

Mixed 4/5

A pre-race sample was taken from Acquainted upon arrival at the course, prior to kennelling.

Falcao and Jai Alai were quick to begin.  Acquainted was slow to begin.  Tiger Rance, Zahra Bella and Jai
Alai collided approaching the first turn checking Zahra Bella and severely checking Falcao.  Acquainted
raced wide on the first turn checking Move That Energy.  Hollywood Jones raced wide in the home straight.

A sample was taken from Jai Alai - winner of the event.

Race 11
MORLAND'S MEATS

10:05 pm
400m

Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Jazzy Bale.

Bruiser Senor was slow to begin.  Bruiser Senor and Toshulan collided soon after the start.  Jazzy Bale and
Little Bit Sweet collided approaching the first turn.  Jazzy Bale, Little Bit Sweet and Aston Tara collided on
the first turn checking Little Bit Sweet which collided with Flywheel Magic and Kid Audacious.  Beyond
Today, Little Bit Sweet and Kid Audacious collided approaching the home turn checking Kid Audacious.
 Jazzy Bale and Aston Tara collided on the home turn.  Beyond Today and Little Bit Sweet collided on the
home turn.  Little Bit Sweet was checked off Beyond Today in the home straight.

Race 12
MURPHY'S GREYHOUND COMPLEX

10:27 pm
400m

Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Jasocate.

Trov's Gem was quick to begin.  Mirror Reality, Trov's Gem and Jasocate collided soon after the start
checking Mirror Reality.  Trov's Gem was checked off Atlas Roughead approaching the first turn.  Fleur De
Rose and Trov's Gem collided several times on the first turn.  Mea Rose was checked off Fleur De Rose
approaching the home turn causing Mea Rose and Jasocate to collide.  Atlas Roughead raced wide on the
home turn and collided several times with Righto Mitch causing Righto Mitch to race wide.  Righto Mitch,
Atlas Roughead and Jasocate raced wide in the home straight.



Atlas Roughead was vetted following the event. It was reported that there was no injury apparent.

Stewards issued a warning to Mr. R. Clarke the representative of Atlas Roughead regarding the
greyhound's racing manners on the home turn.

Meeting comments:

Satisfactory weight trial (solo):-

Sunny Breaks trialled over 400 metres from box 1, weight 34.8kg.  The time of the trial was 22.99 secs.
 Sunny Breaks was cleared.




